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David Kordansky Gallery is pleased to present Redeemers, its first exhibition of paintings
and works on paper by Tobias Pils. The exhibition opens on November 13, 2021, and will
be on view through January 8, 2022. An opening reception will be held on Saturday,
November 13 from 6 – 8 PM.
Over the last decade, Pils has become increasingly recognized for his rigorous, open-ended
pursuits into the heart of painting. Working within a grisaille palette limited to shades of
white, grey, and black, Pils utilizes formal compositional strategies that play with scale,
depth, and surface alike to create small moments of inquiry within larger pictorial spaces,
allowing his intuitive relationship with the painterly medium to guide his compositions. A
project with abstraction at its core, Pils’s work nonetheless moves fluidly into—and
through—figuration, generating forms rich in collective symbolism.
The new paintings in Redeemers depict a bulbous, feminine figure with biomorphic
irregularities. A recent addition to Pils’s visual vocabulary, the eponymous Redeemer
emerges from the canvases with arms stretched outward, as if tasked to hold together the
world in which she is situated. Throughout the exhibition, she is seen participating in
activities such as riding on horseback, giving birth to baby Redeemers, and rising like the
sun above an allegorical landscape. Two smaller, circular canvases introduce shifts in scale
and format, and take on the rounded shape of the Redeemer herself. They also feature
groups of other mysterious figures that tunnel into, intertwine with, and collapse into one
another. The overall impression is one of self-generative creation, with images of
transcendence and decay suggesting natural—and supernatural—life cycles.
In each of the works on view, brushstrokes of deep greys and muted white pigment create
ripples in the Redeemer’s flesh, forming images of folds, creases, and other skin-like
textures. While the Redeemer's body language is suggestive of the desire to embrace, the
figure is alternately contained, guarded, and propped up by a cast of characters—including
distorted horses and hybrid beings—that recur throughout Pils’s previous works. And
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though the paintings defy any single reading, the Redeemer evokes the kinds of spiritual
transitions that animate many religions, albeit from an alternative conceptual standpoint in
which improvisation and non-objective visual forms are as important as narrative or myth.
To this end, concentrated passages in which discernible brushstrokes, surface textures, and
shifts in tone and hue prevail are reminders that Pils’s ideas and intuitions always exist in
the physicality of the painterly medium. Areas defined by solid, blackened voids, for
instance, become portals into the multiple worlds on display in each composition. In these
cases, the Redeemer herself can be considered a metaphorical void, since she too
functions as a container that holds the arsenal of signs (apples, eggs, etc.) populating the
artist’s images. As he moves from one canvas to the next, Pils paints against predictability.
He allows linework to guide him through his compositions, each of which constitutes an
opportunity for world-building.
Installed in an adjacent gallery are a group of recent works on paper. These include both ink
and pencil drawings that underscore the more overtly spontaneous facets of the artist’s
methodology. Smaller in scale than the paintings, the works on paper also showcase the
importance of linework throughout his oeuvre. They are animated by energetic inkblots and
occasional splatters, and weave in and out of the pure abstraction and recognizable motifs
also found in the canvases. Frenetic and open, intuitive and energetic, the works on paper
find Pils breaking down the forms that exist at the core of his project and creating spaces in
which he can build them anew.
In 2020, a permanent, large-scale installation of paintings by Tobias Pils was inaugurated at
Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany, and a major permanent fresco was installed at the Renzo
Piano-designed campus of École normale supérieure Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France.
He has been the subject of solo and two-person exhibitions at the Josef Albers Museum,
Bottrop, Germany (2017); Le Consortium, Dijon, France (with Michael Williams, 2017);
Chinati Foundation, Marfa, Texas (2016); and Secession, Vienna (2013), among other
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institutions. Recent group shows include Picasso et la bande dessinée, Musée Picasso,
Paris (2020); Jay DeFeo – The Ripple Effect, Aspen Art Museum, Colorado (2018); Le
Consortium Collection, Le Consortium, Dijon, France (2018); and Spiegelnde Fenster, 21er
Haus, Vienna (2017). Pils’s work is in the permanent collections of Albertina, Vienna;
Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany; and Le Consortium, Dijon, France; among other institutions.
Pils lives and works in Vienna.
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In conversation with…Joe Bradley and Tobias Pils
Questions by Luzie Naters

Photo: Shauna Summers

The exhibition Joe Bradley – Tobias Pils opens at Capitain Petzel during Gallery Weekend *Discoveries 2021 and marks not only the
American artist Joe Bradley‘s debut in the Berlin gallery, but also the first time the two befriended artists’ work is being brought into dialogue with one another.
At first glance, two opposing practices collide in this show of new paintings and drawings – Bradley’s explosive and colorful abstract paintings meet Pils’ grey-toned, suggestively figurative scenes. On closer examination, surprising similarities and contrasts reveal themselves
between their respective individual and unique practices.
Here, the artists discuss the themes and ideas that run through these new bodies of work, the process of working together on this show,
and the foundational similarities which connect them and their practices.
Joe and Tobias, the two of you have known each other for some time and have developed a close friendship over the years.
How did your relationship begin?
Joe Bradley: I was introduced to Tobias’ paintings through Eva Presenhuber. I felt an immediate connection to the work and recognized
Tobias as an authentic voice and a painter of real power and depth. I met him personally not long after at an annual gathering of gallery
artists in Antiparos, Greece. We hit it off and have remained close friends since.
Tobias Pils: Painting, like friendship, is chemistry.
You both make use of figuration to varying degrees in your practice. Are there certain figures or shapes that you continually
return to? Or do new ones appear in this body of work? What role does figuration play as a whole?
JB: I usually describe my work as “abstract painting” even though I know this is not entirely true. There has always been a baseline of
figuration in my work, and this is very much the case in this group of paintings and drawings. The drawings are full of recognisable imagery, and taking just a quick glance at the paintings, I see a couple of faces, an elephant, a still life and some sort of alien dog.
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TP: I try not to return to any given shapes or figures initially, however of course one body of work reflects the next. For me it’s about not
making any habits, if something repeats itself it’s probably time to leave it behind, even though similar shapes do appear, which makes
this a paradox. The body of work which I will be showing in Berlin centres around the common theme of children resting on horses.
Do you consider your work to revolve more around personal and biographic elements, or are you more interested in representing existential and universal themes (or both!)?
JB: Both! I consider it all fair game and potential fodder for painting.
TP: If it’s personal it is universal.
How does narrative, or a lack thereof play into your work? Do you consider there to be a certain narrative theme running
through this particular body of work?
JB: I’m not so interested in storytelling in my own work. In painting, beginning, middle and end are present on the surface and available
all at once. This is what I find interesting, this rush of information one gets when standing in front of a painting.
TP: Same, I’m not interested in any storytelling. These paintings are about travelling – without a beginning, a middle, nor an end. Maybe
in the end Joe is more of a figurative painter, and I’m more of an abstract one!
Aside from the paintings on view, the exhibition also presents new works on paper. Do these drawings function as a separate
side of your practice, or do they form a part of the preparation process for subsequent paintings?
JB: The stakes are low in drawing – the materials that I work with are relatively accessible and this makes it an excellent medium to play
around in. I try to maintain an “anything goes” policy when drawing. If an idea works, fantastic. And if not, it’s just paper.
TP: There are two different kinds of drawings: my pencil drawings are more often new concepts or sketches, on which I might base a
painting on. Ink drawings, such as the ones in this exhibition, are more like meditations on already realised paintings.
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On that note, do these paintings and drawings arise out of spontaneity or strategic pre-planning and continuous editing?
JB: All three strategies are put to use at various times in the process of painting. Pre-planning in the form of day dreaming and visualization, as well as the nailing down of formal nuts and bolts concerns (material, scale etc.) Spontaneity is of course key – the ability to
improvise and problem solve on one’s toes, as well as editing- knowing what and when to give up and throw out.
TP: The paintings I chose were finished in my mind’s eye before I started to work, while when I was actually getting them done I had a
quite distanced and almost “conscious unconscious“ approach. However, every painting has to have its own temperature, or consciously
chosen concept. For example, the painting The Rest was planned with rain in mind – although it didn’t work out that way in the end, the
temperature of the painting was set by the image of rain in my head. The ink drawings, as I said before, are more like meditations on a
certain theme – so the opposite, somehow. There’s hardly any editing or coming back.
Is humor a relevant factor in your practice?
JB: To build levity into a work of art seems to me an act of generosity. If the artist lets the viewer in on the joke, it may ease the sense of
boredom and tension that sometimes arises when looking at art. If the viewer smiles, it will help them to relax and look with an open heart.
TP: A humorous state of mind is not present for me while working. However, the open heart that Joe speaks about is essential.
How was the process of working on this exhibition together – but separately? To what extent were you sharing your works and
ideas during the actual preparation?
JB: I had a general idea of what Tobias would bring to the table for this exhibition as we had both agreed to make five or six paintings
and a group of works on paper, but we didn’t share images of the work with one another until fairly late in the game. That being said, I did
think quite a bit about Tobias’ work while working on my own paintings for the show, and just knowing that I would share the stage with
Tobias made for a light and easy-going atmosphere in the studio.
TP: I’m only capable of painting the paintings that need to be painted after the one I did last and the one I will do next. But I knew quite
early on in our friendship that I would love to see Joe’s and my work together, coming from these different backgrounds but still sharing this
mutual understanding about painting itself. I loved seeing glimpses of the paintings Joe was working on during our FaceTime conversations, knowing something was going on, sensing the energy and choosing paintings of mine that I thought might correspond.
Thank you both!
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PRIMORDIAL FLOW: An exchange between Tobias Pils and Richard Shiff

May 4, 2019
Dear Richard,
I came up with these thoughts. Do you have a short answer or idea in reply?
Looked at as a whole, these paintings might not make any sense. The little
parts do. They stick to each other. They fit organically without questioning.
Like one day gives to the other. There are weeks, there are years. A painting
can be a life.
The brush, the paint, the canvas, the paper offer the limitations to realize this.
Out of love, dirt, and the willingness to take the chance of destruction, the
ideas can vanish.
To make space for something primordial.

May 18, 2019
Dear Tobias,
Your suggestive remarks suit the exploratory nature of your work, and my reply has become
not short but a bit long. One exploration produces another.
I see that your new images flow laterally, part to part across the surface of the canvas or
paper – figure to figure, figure to pattern, pattern to pattern, pattern to figure. Also: a
solid passes into a void; a line of division establishes a rhythmic interval. These are local
relationships, “the little parts.” Your images are like trains of thought with multiple linkages,
or like isolated thoughts that generate diverse implications – images or thoughts that never
reach a determinate end. I’ll let my own thoughts flow along with your images – laterally.
As I view these new works, many of the links I perceive arise as intuitions that require
no logical justification. Am I sharing your intuitions? – this might be impossible to verify.
Viewing becomes a process of yielding my own sense of logic to the alien logic – the nonlogic of your imagery. With each return to an individual work, the narrative configuration
that I struggle to discern, always unstable, changes. The local, somewhat discrete areas of
your large compositions are singular events that displace other events. This happens without
any rational order or sequence emerging, as if chance were becoming the determining factor.
You say that “the little parts ... stick to each other.” I recall C. S. Peirce’s fundamental
understanding of the movement of temporality, which he would identify as the course of an
“event”: “What, then, is a real event? It is an existential junction of incompossible facts. ...
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Though the two inherences cannot be combined, they can be joined. ... An event always
involves a junction of contradictory inherences in the subjects existentially the same.” 1
Within your compositions, similar figures join but do not combine into coherence. Each
element among the many is an event within a context that remains something less than
a time-bound history. I don’t know whether the figures I perceive are “existentially the
same” – subjects that persist in time, each with its own life – or are imagined personages
that assume different identities as they occupy their various pictorial locations.Your images
play games with identity, with sameness and difference, with space and time.
Looking at the image that you title the lost egg or the one that you title the chain,
I imagine a meditation on evolution or perhaps human fetal development, which passes
through bestial stages. I remain free, nevertheless, to link the elements of these complexes of
images in virtually any order.You create evolutionary narratives that lack a timeline –
pseudo-histories that precede the institution of time. In your paintings, evolution can
move backwards.
Accordingly, your pictorial “order” (this pseudo-order) follows no obvious structural rules.
In night on earth, your graphic stars vary in their number of points, from four (one too
few to be “correct”) to seven (one too many to be “correct”). Each of these irregular
star-figures appears as a spontaneous creation, out of a surrounding void, itself being
generated by black pigment.Your “stars” follow no cultural or graphic convention.
“Primordial” is your crucial term, consistent with the timelessness of your imagery. Black
and white as dark and light: this is already an instance of primordial differentiation, both
mythical and biblical. What you say – “to make space for something primordial” – causes
me to wonder how we might succeed in realizing, or becoming conscious of, a primordial
substance, condition, or sensation. We are already so cultured, so ideological. Culture and
ideology structure us as creatures of habit, far removed from the unformed condition of
anything primordial. Ideology lies at the far end of whatever range of experience includes
the primordial at its opposite or antithetical end. I ask myself what might support such
a range of experience (from the primordial to the cultural or ideological). The obvious
answer is the passage of time, for time equates to different qualities of experience. There
are different “times.” At one extreme, we experience the primordial as if it were timeless,
whereas the ideological is bound to a configured time, a historical time, a context.Yet
you claim that “ideas can vanish.” The “ideas” or conceptual context of an ideology are
themselves markers of time. Once an ideology has taken hold, its ideas remain in place, as
if permanently valid. Such intellectual constructs are the rules people live by: ideology as
another form of the timeless – as timeless natural law. But a work of art can become the
counterforce to established rule, presenting an alternative to a “natural” order already long
accepted.
The primordial has no historical context because it pre-exists the historical forces that
would establish a context. When I imagine a time of no context, I also imagine, in
opposition, a time that hardly seems to flow because it has become rigidified by behavioral
habit and ideological thought. Through your art, Tobias, do you somehow deny all trace of
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context? This is unlikely, since your themes pertain to your daily observations, interests,
and concerns.You would not have painted breastfeeding or pool unless you had observed
some aspect of the scenes that you invent for these works, however fanciful they may be.Yet
these observations (as in pool, for example) seem free-flowing – at least for a viewer like
myself. Though identifiable, they seem universal rather than tied to a specific context. They
may be the record of “one day gives to the other,” both in daily life and, more significantly, in
the studio where a sequence of works appears from under your brush (“the brush, the paint,
the canvas, the paper offer the limitations,” you say). The sensation of passage – “one day gives
to the other” – is universal. It amounts to a sensation of time that is timelessly non-specific,
a flow of time that lacks historical significance. It is the transience of life, nothing more – the
flow alone, devoid of historical markers.
What, then, is the proper “time” of your paintings? They seem to course through their
own linkages, as microcosms of lived temporality (“the little parts ... fit organically”).
Yet, if the time of your images is primordial – or if you at least offer a glimpse of the
primordial – your works must bring temporality to a standstill. The time of your Peirce-ean
“events” slips away from any rational understanding. In this respect, I recall one of
Walter Benjamin’s formulations: “Thinking involves not only the flow of thoughts, but
their arrest as well. Where thinking suddenly stops in a configuration pregnant with
tensions, it gives that configuration a shock.” 2 (Here, Benjamin used a word alien to
traditional German – Chock – perhaps a linguistic shock in itself.) An instance of shock is
a moment of intensified awareness.Yet this consciousness lacks continuity. It connects to
no logical, narrative train of perceptual experience. It is consciousness out of time, returning
to primordial timelessness.Your paintings have organic links but no encompassing pictorial
order of a conventional kind: you create orthogonals but no grid, planes but no perspective,
space but no recession, tonality but no chiaroscuro. The organic life-force evident in your
art – enhanced by your oblique references to contemporary life – re-enters pre-history. This
constitutes a contradiction for history but not for art.
Your “primordial” imagery acts on a viewer in lieu of explaining a situation or even merely
representing it. Representation is too much of a secondary condition – too dependent on
a context of understanding – to suit the state of your imagery, which is primary in its
materiality and its graphic insistence, its aggressiveness. There are figures marked as female
and as male – for example, in the painting you title couple – but they fail to represent
coherent bodies. The “idea” of a gendered body seems to shift even as the figures emerge as
“little parts [that] stick together.” The nominal male figure in couple becomes a crescent
moon. The imprint of the tread of your shoe, left on the canvas as you work, violates the
integrity of this figure, introducing “dirt.”
The penultimate sentence of your commentary invokes conditions that are decidedly
primary, even primordial: “Out of love, dirt and the willingness to take the chance of
destruction ...” “Love” addresses the separation of subject from object and reduces the two
elements to an immersive hybrid: the love relation can exist between any consciousness
and any other entity, organic or inorganic. Love can bring a person to identify with another
person, but also to identify with nature, to be part of nature. “Dirt” is a collective term that
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signifies all materiality – the collective substance from which both a subject and an object
emerge, only to converge in “love.” And “the willingness to take the chance of destruction”
is what we call “risk” – an assertion of organic will in a situation of unknown potential.
Within history, especially modern history, artists have been designated as cultural risktakers. But nature also takes risks: it is a force of entropy and mutation as much as of
“natural law.” The artist’s risk involves more than merely challenging and modifying
pictorial conventions. In your case, with the local “fit” of your quirky “little parts,” you risk
a more general coherence – narrative coherence, historical coherence, ideological coherence. It
seems that you do this for the sake of attaining primordial love from within the primordial
dirt of painting.

1 Charles Sanders Peirce, “The Logic of Mathematics; an attempt to develop my categories
from within: Triads” (c. 1896), Collected Papers, ed. Charles Hartshorne, Paul Weiss, and
Arthur W. Burks, 8 vols. (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1958 –1960), 1:263
(original emphasis).
2 Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History” (1940, thesis XVII),
Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1969), 262.
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Tobias Pils
Tobias Pils paints passionately. His exhibition, which
inaugurates the gallery’s New York space, is made up
of mixed media works on canvas that shift between the
loosely representational, the fantastic and the utterly
abstract—often in a single work. The paintings in this
show suggest a serial quality, but they are not so easily
characterized.
Vaguely humanoid images emerge in Pils’s exuberantly
layered canvases, but they never resolve or completely
cohere. The Austrian artist’s brushwork is stunning: gentle washes rest alongside bold gestural marks. He paints
on the floor and composes his pictures with a combination of oil, acrylic, and varnish, which adds energy
and tactility to his pieces. The enigmatic and sophisticated mark-making echoes graffiti’s staccato pulse while
stretching painterly possibilities.
Edges reveal closely focused attention, soft arabesques
bleeding into the unprimed raw canvas. The same linen
peeks seductively beneath inky patches, or ochre shadow’s dirty white expanses. Untitled (window) (2016)
vibrates with texture—a diaphanous white field next
to crackly obsidian stripes, and finally, the surprise of
a small, ghostly grey hand. This enigmatic open palm
anchors an architectural panel of expressive looking patterns that suggest an open doorway.

Tobias Pils. Untitled (city), 2016. Mixed media on canvas. 202 x 152 cm, 79 1/2 x 59 7/8 inches.

Pils restricts his palette to nearly all grey and out of
this seemingly limited range he creates infinite shades
of grisaille. Blacks range from smoky shadows to infinite darkness. His strongest compositions play with
surface, depth, and scale. Biomorphic shapes transmute
from flora to arrow, architectural allusions appear, weird
shapes suggest off-kilter furniture, and his pared down
humans are imbued with humor. Untitled (figures) 2016
manages to convey mood with four simple lines depicting a dissatisfied half of a conversant and cubistically
simplified genderless couple.

The complex and fascinating Untitled (City) (2016) segues from a densely layered interior to abstract linear designs that invites viewer contemplation. Seemingly without any discernible subject matter, the painting can be interpreted as a kind of modernist mandala, or an aerial metropolitan
view.
Is it a microcosmic space or pastoral hallucination that inspired Untitled (flowers) (2016)? The grey dimensionality breaks to white, suggesting
blurred corolla, leaves, and stems. Nature blooms again, echoed in Untitled(china) (2016) where a fence of thrusting vines—ethereally brushed
tendrils that recall the botanical patterns of German photographer Karl Blossfeldt—is hung adjacent to a real window, framed in white walls and
verdant with a bucolic view of climbing ivy.
Rippling with vitality and unexpected iconography, these paintings employ gesture, shape and tonality to inject a bit of whimsicality into a profoundly creative endeavor. The juxtapositions of figure and form are intriguingly integrated, if not always identifiable. These works are conduits
of pleasure.
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“Untitled (Viennese head)” by Tobias Pils is at the Eva Presenhuber gallery. Tobias
Pils, Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Zurich

TOBIAS PILS
Through June 17. Eva Presenhuber, 39 Great Jones Street, Manhattan; 212-931-0711, presenhuber.
com.
Eva Presenhuber, the powerhouse Zurich gallery, has opened a New York outpost in the beautiful
space that Karma, the bookseller and gallery, so fruitfully occupied for four years. The inaugural
Presenhuber show is the first New York solo of Tobias Pils, an Austrian painter born in 1971 and an
exceptional improviser who uses numerous drawing and painting materials but no color. He sticks exclusively to black and white and the grays that those two can yield. Like many contemporary European
painters, he dips into the styles and motifs of modernism’s heroic early years. (His fellow travelers
include Volker Hüller, Gert and Uwe Tobias, Tal R, Gerwald Rockenschaub and Katharina Wulff.)
Several of Mr. Pils’s paintings harbor hints of Matisse-like windows, ferns and patterned textiles.
The two faces of “Untitled (rome)” evoke those in Picasso’s “Girl Before a Mirror.” A stronger work,
“Untitled (arrow),” reads as a strenuous distillation of the shrieking woman of “Guernica” — to a stark
white geometric shape. The ponderous table-shape and jumble of “Untitled (autumn 2)” could be the
mother of all Cubist still lifes, while the buoyant “Untitled (Viennese head)” speaks for generations of
cartoonish, possibly hat-wearing noggins from Klee and Chagall forward. Some canvases seem compositionally confused or too tasteful. But the lack of color adds an implicit gravity to Mr. Pils’s peregrinations that slows you down, while also making his shifts in techniques and materials especially
clear. Even when he doesn’t quite pull things off, it’s interesting to watch him try.
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View of “Tobias Pils,” 2016.

BERLIN

Tobias Pils
CAPITAIN PETZEL
Karl-Marx-Allee 45
June 9–August 13, 2016
How multifaceted, rich in variants, and rhythmic can a concentration on black, white, and shades of gray be?
For a demonstration, see Tobias Pils’s exhibition here. The artist, who lives in Vienna, draws the beholder
of his work into a cosmos of painterly and graphic forms—structures and gestures that, the moment they are
applied to canvas or paper, seem to vanish. The most distinct quality in Pils’s works is his play with ambivalence: The towering image Untitled (Yes&no) (all works cited, 2016), for instance, initially presents itself
through illustrations of varying perspectives but is flattened out by a nearly endless arsenal of lines. In the
smaller-format Untitled (Palms), the artist confronts the organic with the angular as a grayish floral pattern
encounters dark beams.
On the lower level of the gallery, the twenty-four-page artists’ book Tobias Pils and five untitled ink drawings are on view. The musicality of the painterly works on the upper level, which is flooded with daylight,
gives way in this artificially lit space to austere forms and a reduction to black and white. On the pages of
the book in the display case, as well as in the unframed drawings on the wall, black expanses slide into the
image space and across filigreed lines. Delicate lattices are disrupted by monochrome surfaces, a vortex of
lines is arrested, and waves are interrupted. The images withdraw from any attempt at pinning them down,
an elusiveness and vivacity that constitutes their charm.
Translated from German by Diana Reese.
— Franz Thalmair
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NEW YORK

Tobias Pils
EVA PRESENHUBER | NEW YORK
39 Great Jones Street
May 6–June 17, 2017
Tobias Pils’s monochromatic exhibition here
opens with Untitled (Viennese Head), 2016, a
black-and-white canvas featuring the profile of
a deformed human head with a huge black void
for a cheek. The eyes, however, gaze directly at
you—they peer through a field of swaying lines
that could be melting lashes, or even seaweed. It
appears to be kissing a tangle of zigzags, some
of which have edges that bleed delicately, as
if they were rendered by an inky pen dragged
down a sheet of wet paper.
To call the artist’s paintings surrealist seems a
bit limiting—they play quite liberally with a
kind of mushy cubism, too. Untitled (Arrow),
Tobias Pils, Untitled (Viennese Head), 2016, mixed media on canvas, 33 1/2 x 27
2016, shows a figure made from thick slabs of
1/2”.
white paint, suicidally aiming a hard-edge white
triangle with soft fletching toward its chest. Is
this picture disturbing? Funny? Elegant? Cruel? Pils’s images ignite a variety of queasy sensations that are difficult to pin down. But we can access them nonetheless—deeply, intuitively.
It’s worthwhile to read this show as an immersive dream journal overflowing with id. In Untitled (Autumn 1),
2015, a bath-brush-like object grows out of a baggy gray creature that might be getting sodomized by a V-shaped
demon. And whatever’s happening to the juicy, jittering blobs in Untitled (Flowers), 2016, looks just as fulsome,
kinky. The artist’s deft brushstrokes and rich tableaux activate all manner of sweet, libidinal pleasure.
— Yin Ho

